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Abstract. El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is a major source for teleconnections, including towards the tropical North Atlantic (TNA) region, whereby TNA sea surface temperatures (SSTs) are positively correlated with ENSO in boreal spring following an ENSO event. However, the Pacific - Atlantic connection can be impacted by different ENSO characteristics, such as the amplitude, location, and timing of Pacific SST anomalies (SSTAs). Indeed, the TNA SSTAs may respond nonlinearly to strong and extreme El Niño events. However, observational data for the number of extreme ENSO events remains limited, restricting our ability to investigate the influence of observed extreme ENSO events. To overcome this issue and to further evaluate the nonlinearity of the TNA SSTA response, two coupled climate models are used, namely the Community Earth System Model version 1—Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Modelel (CESM-WACCM) and the Flexible Ocean and Climate Infrastructure version 1 (FOCI). In both models the TNA SSTAs respond linearly to ENSO during extreme El Niño events, but nonlinearly to extreme La Niña events for CESM-WACCM. We investigate differences by using indices for all major mechanisms that connect ENSO to the TNA and compare them with reanalysis. CESM-WACCM and FOCI overall represent the teleconnection well, including that the tropical and extratropical pathways are similar to observations. Our results also show that a large portion of the nonlinearity during La Niña is explained by the interaction between Pacific SSTAs and the overlying upper-level divergence.

1 Introduction

El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is the dominant mode of tropical Pacific interannual variability, influencing regions around the globe (Horel and Wallace, 1981; Philander, 1990). One mechanism behind this global influence includes anomalous upper-level divergence and Rossby wave trains through divergent poleward flow (Gill, 1980; Sardeshmukh and Hoskins, 1988; Wang, 2004). Additionally, Kelvin waves propagate eastwards towards the tropical Atlantic, influencing the Walker Circulation over South America (Lin et al., 2007). As a result, a robust response to ENSO occurs over the tropical North Atlantic (TNA) region (ENSO-TNA teleconnection hereafter), resulting in positively correlated SST anomalies (SSTAs) between the tropical Pacific and Atlantic (Enfield and Mayer, 1997; Trenberth et al., 1998; Alexander and Scott, 2002).
The TNA SSTAs are important for their potential to further influence regions locally and globally. To the south of the TNA, anomalous SSTAs can cause anomalous shifts of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) over Brazil, modifying the rainy season in boreal spring (Chiang, 2002; Giannini et al., 2004; Rodrigues et al., 2011). To the west of the TNA, rainfall is heavily controlled by the local Caribbean Low-Level Jet (CLLJ), which can be modulated by the SST gradient between the Pacific and Atlantic, thus allowing TNA SSTAs to influence the region (Enfield and Alfaro, 1999; Giannini et al., 2000; Taylor et al., 2002; Wang, 2007; Taylor et al., 2011). To the east of the TNA, the African monsoon onset and development can also be modified similarly to the ITCZ shift over Brazil, and the TNA SSTAs may also directly influence the static stability over equatorial West Africa (Janicot et al., 2001; Giannini et al., 2008; Kucharski et al., 2009; Rowell, 2013; Harlaß et al., 2015). Finally, the TNA SSTAs can contribute towards inducing a Rossby wave train propagating northward, influencing both the East Atlantic (EA) pattern and East Atlantic/ West Russian (EA/ WR) teleconnection (Li et al., 2007; Lim, 2015; Wulff et al., 2017; Rieke et al., 2021). As a result, the TNA SSTAs can influence precipitation as far downstream as China (Wu et al., 2011; Li and Ruan, 2018; Li et al., 2018). Thus, the better we understand how ENSO’s teleconnections are linked to TNA SSTAs, the better we can potentially predict the TNA’s influence on other regions.

Understanding the ENSO-TNA teleconnection is complicated by several factors: For example, the connection between Pacific SSTAs and the TNA travels through both a tropical and extratropical pathway (Casselman et al., 2021). Additionally, the TNA SSTA can be influenced by ENSO strength (Casselman et al., 2021), ENSO diversity (i.e., central or eastern Pacific El Niño) (Graf and Zanchettin, 2012; Amaya and Foltz, 2014; Taschetto et al., 2016; Feng et al., 2017), ENSO’s decay time (Wu and He, 2019), tropical Atlantic SST preconditioning prior to ENSO’s influence on the TNA (Giannini et al., 2004; Casselman et al., 2021), and other external influences onto the ENSO-TNA teleconnection, such as the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) (Cassou and Terray, 2001; George and Saunders, 2001; Wanner et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2008).

Through the extratropics, ENSO projects onto the Pacific North American (PNA) pattern (Horel and Wallace, 1981; Wallace and Gutzler, 1981), whereby the most southeastern lobe (hereafter referred to as Southeastern Low mechanism, Casselman et al. (2021)) tends to influence trade winds in the TNA region (Hastenrath, 2000; Taschetto et al., 2016). A decrease in trade winds (i.e., during El Niño) reduces evaporative cooling and induces an SST warming over the TNA region. The Southeastern Low is sensitive to the longitudinal position of El Niño peak SSTAs, where eastern Pacific El Niño events tend to excite the Southeastern Low more effectively than central Pacific events (Taschetto et al., 2016; Casselman et al., 2021).

ENSO’s equatorial teleconnection to the TNA region occurs through two different mechanisms. The first mechanism results from anomalous vertical motion over the Pacific SSTAs (a Matsuno-Gill type response over the tropical Pacific), and an atmospheric Kelvin wave that propagates downstream towards South America (Gill, 1980; Wheeler et al., 2000; Lin et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2009). During El Niño, ascending motion over the central Pacific tends to perturb the Walker Circulation, and create descending motion over eastern South America, while for La Niña, the opposite occurs over the Pacific, resulting in ascending motion over eastern South America. As a result, the anomalous vertical motion over eastern South America exhibits counterclockwise upper-level rotation during El Niño, and clockwise upper-level rotation during La Niña. This response is called the *Secondary Gill-type mechanism* (García-Serrano et al., 2017; Casselman et al., 2021, 2022). Furthermore, the anomalous vertical motion over eastern South America and the tropical Atlantic is translated to lower levels, where anomalous surface
rotation (i.e., clockwise for El Niño, counterclockwise for La Niña) interacts with the Atlantic trade winds, resulting in tropical Atlantic SSTAs.

Secondly, the propagating atmospheric Kelvin wave also aids in distributing a temperature anomaly along the global tropics, including over the tropical Atlantic. This response is often referred to as the Tropospheric Temperature (TT) mechanism (Chiang and Sobel, 2002; Sobel et al., 2002; Su et al., 2003; Amaya and Foltz, 2014). The TT modifies static stability over the Atlantic, inhibiting deep convection during an El Niño event, and enhancing deep convection during La Niña events. Furthermore, during El Niño events, latent heat fluxes are modified over the TNA region, as evaporative cooling is reduced and short wave radiation is enhanced, while the opposite occurs during La Niña events.

Among the numerous aspects that may influence the ENSO-TNA teleconnection, the impact of extreme ENSO events on the teleconnection pathways remains unclear due to the limited number of observed extreme ENSO events. In reanalysis, the magnitude of the TNA SSTAs is nonlinear with respect to the magnitude of the Pacific SSTAs, whereby TNA SSTAs cease to increase markedly between strong and extreme El Niño events (Casselman et al., 2021). However, the source of this nonlinearity remains uncertain. Knowing of such nonlinearities during extreme ENSO events is necessary for predicting the TNA response and may grow in importance as the number of extreme ENSO events may increase due to climate change (Fredriksen et al., 2020; McPhaden et al., 2020; Callahan et al., 2021; Cai et al., 2021).

One mechanism that may explain nonlinearities towards the TNA region includes the upper-level divergence over the Pacific. For example, nonlinearities towards the North Pacific (i.e., the Aleutian Low) occur due to a nonlinear relationship between the Pacific SSTAs and upper-level divergence. Once convection is suppressed during La Niña events, further convection reductions do not occur following further negative SSTAs (Jiménez-Esteve and Domeisen, 2019). The mechanism suggested to cause the nonlinearity with upper-level divergence is the threshold for deep convection, which is an SST threshold often cited as between 26 and 27.5°C, where convection increases rapidly (Graham and Barnett, 1987; Tompkins, 2001; Johnson and Xie, 2010) (Graham and Barnett, 1987; Tompkins, 2001; Johnson and Xie, 2010; Williams et al., 2023). However, as an anomalously warm troposphere (i.e., TT mechanism) often follows an El Niño event, this may also lead to suppressed convection, even when SSTs have a positive anomaly (Izumo et al., 2020). Furthermore, above a temperature threshold that lies around 28 or 29°C convection may also experience a decrease (Graham and Barnett, 1987; Sabin et al., 2013), which may be due to tropical SST gradients and the influence of large-scale moisture convergence towards the location of local convection (Tompkins, 2001). For example, over the Pacific warm pool, small SST gradients exist, which influence the surface convergence and may limit the extent to which deep convection occurs (Sabin et al., 2013). This lack of deep convection can also be seen during ENSO events (Chiodi and Harrison, 2013), where the strongest atmospheric response occurs over the dateline and not necessarily in the region of maximum SSTs (Taschetto et al., 2016).

Regarding the ENSO-TNA teleconnection linearity, the tropical pathway is more linear than the extratropical pathway, but the lack of extreme events in reanalysis remains a key barrier for robustly understanding this teleconnection (Casselman et al., 2021). One method to overcome the lack of observed extreme ENSO events involves using coupled general circulation models (CGCMs). Even so, considerable improvement is still required to overcome major biases within these models, such as SST biases over the Pacific, which influence ENSO’s diversity and the eastern Pacific cold tongue region (Bellenger et al., 2014;
Richter, 2015; Woelfle et al., 2018; Feng et al., 2020; Ge and Chen, 2020). Therefore, diagnosing biases within coupled models remains an important area of research to better understand the differences between the limited number of observed events and simulated events, and to validate if the models are able to realistically simulate the dynamics and teleconnections of the different El Niño event types (Bayr et al., 2019a, b).

This study uses two different coupled climate models to expand on three key aspects of the ENSO-TNA teleconnection, using the suite of indices from Casselman et al. (2021). First, we assess the ability of both coupled models to reproduce the ENSO-TNA teleconnection, including the connecting mechanisms and resulting SSTAs in the tropical Atlantic. Secondly, we determine the TNA SSTA linearity with respect to ENSO’s strength and compare it with results from reanalysis. Finally, using the indices for the teleconnection mechanisms from Casselman et al. (2021), we assess their linearity with respect to the Pacific SSTAs, and bring to light potential sources of any nonlinear behavior. By using two different coupled models, we are able to take advantage of different basic state biases (such as SSTs), which may create differences in ENSO diversity and vertical atmospheric motion. In doing so, we can compare model differences in the pathways to improve our understanding of the source of any nonlinearity.

2 Methodology

2.1 Data and Statistical Methods

We use monthly mean fields from the Japanese 55-year Reanalysis (JRA-55) (Kobayashi et al., 2015), and the Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature (ERSST) dataset version 5 (Huang et al., 2017). Furthermore, all datasets are from January 1958 until December 2021 (extended from 2019 as used in Casselman et al. (2021)) and have with low-frequency variability longer than 30 years is removed using a filter derived from a fast Fourier transform (FFT).

Scatter plot analysis uses a locally weighted scatter plot smoothing (LOWESS) curve to represent the nonlinear fit (Cleveland, 1979; Cleveland and Devlin, 1988). Here, a LOWESS curve is a locally weighted polynomial regression that gives more weight to points nearest to the estimated response. Furthermore, this technique is non-parametric, allowing the datasets to be fitted without specifying the fitted linear polynomial function. The bandwidth, or so-called ‘smoothing parameter,’ has been set to 0.3, following the recommended range from Cleveland (1979). Finally, to derive a 95% confidence interval, we use a bootstrap method with 1000 samples (with replacement) of n data points, where n is the total number of events (Efron and Tibshirani, 1994). In addition to the LOWESS curve, we plot the linear fit using all data points and an ordinary least squares method. To derive the 95% interval for the linear fit, we use a bootstrap method with 1000 samples (with replacement). Finally, to derive the deviation from a linear fit, we calculate the root mean squared error (RMSE),

\[
RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \hat{y}_i)^2}
\]
where \( y_i \) is the observed value and \( \hat{y}_i \) is the value predicted by the linear regression, each for the \( i^{th} \) value. Correlation \((R)\) is also used throughout this study, with confidence intervals determined using a Fisher transform (Devore, 1991; Simpson and Polvani, 2016).

2.2 Model Simulations

The historical runs from two different CGCMs are used to analyze the ENSO-TNA teleconnection. These models are the Community Earth System Model version 1—Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model (CESM-WACCM) (Hurrell et al., 2013) and Flexible Ocean and Climate Infrastructure version 1 (FOCI) (Matthes et al., 2020). These models are similar in that they are both high-top climate models, with CESM-WACCM using the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model 4 (WACCM4, Marsh et al. (2013)), while FOCI uses the European Centre Hamburg General Circulation Model (ECHAM6.3, Müller et al. (2018)). This feature is important, as better resolving stratosphere-troposphere coupling helps to remove model biases over the Atlantic region (i.e., warm anomaly in western tropical Atlantic)(Butler et al., 2016). Furthermore, improving the representation of mean Atlantic SSTs may play an important role in improving our ability to realistically represent the Atlantic’s response to ENSO teleconnections (Joseph and Nigam, 2006). WACCM4 has a vertical resolution that extends to 5.1 \( \cdot \) 10\(^{-6}\) hPa over 66 levels, while ECHAM6.3 extends to 0.01 hPa over 95 vertical levels. Horizontally, WACCM4 has a latitudinal resolution of 1.9° and longitudinal resolution of 2.5°, while ECHAM6.3 has a resolution of 1.8° in both latitude and longitude. CESM-WACCM also has relaxed stratospheric winds that represent an idealized Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO) using a period of 28-months (Matthes et al., 2010), while FOCI can internally generate a realistic QBO (Matthes et al., 2020). In addition, the models differ in terms of their respective ocean component: CESM-WACCM uses the LANL Parallel Ocean Program version 2 (Pop2, Danabasoglu et al. (2012)), which utilizes a tripolar horizontal grid of 1°x1° with 60 depth levels, and FOCI uses the Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean version 3.6 (NEMO3.6, Matthes et al. (2020)), which utilizes a tripolar horizontal grid of 0.5°x0.5° and 46 depth levels.

We consider an ensemble of 9 simulations from CESM-WACCM with the CMIP5-historical recommendations for external forcings from 1850 until 2004, then the Representative Concentration Pathway 4.5 (RCP4.5) until 2014. Furthermore, CESM-WACCM uses improved solar forcings from CMIP6. Similarly, the FOCI ensemble consists of 9 historical simulations following the CMIP6 external forcings from 1850 until 2014. Both FOCI and CESM-WACCM are restarted from a well spun up ocean state. All ensemble members are detrended by removing a linear trend that changes over a 30-year running window with respect to each individual ensemble member, resulting in the removal of the first and last 15 years. We prepare (i.e., detrend, calculate anomalies and climatology) each ensemble member separately, as each ensemble member is a free run and starts from different initial conditions (see Supplementary Figure S1).

2.3 Index Definitions and Diagnostics

All indices presented in this paper follow those presented by Casselman et al. (2021), including the forthcoming tropical and extratropical indices. Over the tropical Atlantic, we define the TNA SSTAs using the area average over [5–25°N, 55–15°W] (Taschetto et al., 2016). As in Casselman et al. (2021), we define the tropical pathway using the TT and Secondary Gill mech-
anisms, while the extratropical pathway is defined using the Southeastern Low index. The TT index measures the average tropospheric temperature anomaly between 850 and 200 hPa and over the region of [5°N–5°S, 70–10°W] (Amaya and Foltz, 2014). The Secondary Gill response is derived using a maximum covariance analysis (MCA) between the 200 hPa asymmetric streamfunction (mean zonal winds removed) over [30°N–30°S, 90°W–45°E] and the Pacific SSTAs over [45°N–45°S, 120°E–60°W]. Here, the streamfunction component of the MCA is used to represent the Secondary Gill response. Finally, the Southeastern Low is measured using the sea level pressure (SLP) area average over [25–35°N, 90–70°W] (see Casselman et al. (2021) for a detailed explanation of each index). Supplementary Figures S2-S4 show spatial patterns of the aforementioned indices, which overall show very close similarities with reanalysis. This resemblance includes that Figure S2 clearly shows the PNA pattern, Figure S3 has a clear global equatorial temperature anomaly, and Figure S4 shows an upper-level dipole about the equator over the tropical Atlantic.

We use the 5-month average Niño3.4 SSTAs (averaged SSTs over 5°N–5°S, 170–120°W) from October to February (ONDJF) to quantify ENSO events. We then subsample the events into moderate, strong, and extreme events as ±0.5-1.0 standard deviations (stddev), ±1.0-2.0 stddev, and greater than 2.0 stddev (for both positive and negative stddev), respectively, following the definition by Casselman et al. (2021). The resulting number of events for each dataset can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of all ENSO events in CESM-W ACCM (1850-2004), FOCI (1850-2004), and JRA-55 (1958-2021) for moderate, strong, and extreme ENSO subsampling ranges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Type</th>
<th>CESM-W ACCM</th>
<th>FOCI</th>
<th>JRA-55</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extreme La Niña (&lt;-2.0 stddev)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong La Niña (-1.0 to -2.0 stddev)</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate La Niña (-0.5 to -1.0 stddev)</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate El Niño (0.5 to 1.0 stddev)</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong El Niño (1.0 to 2.0 stddev)</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme El Niño (&gt;2.0 stddev)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Results

3.1 TNA response to ENSO SSTA forcing

To compare the impact of ENSO on the TNA region in CESM-W ACCM and FOCI with reanalysis, Figure 1 shows the seasonal evolution and peak month of the TNA SSTAs following an ENSO event separately for moderate, strong, and extreme ENSO events. For a comparison with JRA-55, see Figure S3S5. In both models, TNA SSTA peak in boreal spring following the decay of ENSO, but only FOCI is consistent with observational results (see Figure S3). However, it should be noted that the timing of the peak varies between El Niño and La Niña, with the earlier peaks corresponding more with La Niña. The TNA SSTA peak for CESM-W ACCM (February to April, FMA) tends to lead reanalysis (MAM) by one month, while FOCI
peaks in the same season as reanalysis *(Fig. S5).* As the peak of ENSO occurs between November and January (NDJ) for CESM-WACCM, FOCI, and JRA-55 (see Figure S2-S6), a similar peak timing in the source region implies that the mechanisms connecting the Pacific and Atlantic basins may explain the timing differences between CESM-WACCM and FOCI of the TNA SSTAs, instead of the Pacific itself, which we will look into in the next subsection.

Figure 1. Tropical North Atlantic SSTAs relationships. a-b represent the composited seasonal evolution of the TNA SSTAs for CESM-WACCM (left) and FOCI (right) following an ENSO event. c-d show the scatter plots between the TNA SSTAs (in °C) and Niño3.4 (in stddev) for MAM for CESM-WACCM (left) and FOCI (right). The linear fit is represented by the dashed black-red line, while the LOWESS fit is represented by the solid black line (with both a 95% confidence interval in shading). The slopes of these fits are represented by the magenta dashed and solid lines, respectively, and the right y-axis indicates the corresponding slope values. Scatter coloring represents the subsampling ranges from extreme La Niña (in purple) to extreme El Niño (in dark grey) (see labelling below Figures 1a-b). Neutral events are included in white. Results from JRA-55 (1958-2021) are shown as black diamonds, and an equivalent figure for JRA-55 can be seen in Supplementary Figure S3-S10.

To determine the linearity of the SST response in the Atlantic, Figure 1c-d shows a scatter plot analysis between the ONDJF Niño3.4 and the subsequent MAM mean TNA SSTAs, overlaid with a LOWESS and linear fit curve, as well as the slopes
of each respective line. **It should be noted that we chose to analyze the models during the MAM period to enable a straightforward comparison with reanalysis data.** We compare the LOWESS curve and the linear fit to determine the linearity, with areas where the LOWESS shading does not overlap with the linear fit **shading** being considered statistically **significantly** different (>95%). However, it should be cautioned that the LOWESS curve may become less meaningful when fewer data points exist, i.e. for extreme ENSO events. For both CESM-WACC and FOCI, the TNA SSTAs respond linearly to the strength of ENSO during extreme El Niño, which is different from the results found for this relationship in reanalysis (Casselman et al., 2021). Conversely, the TNA SSTAs respond linearly during extreme La Niña in FOCI, but nonlinearly in CESM-WACC. Specifically, TNA SSTAs in CESM-WACC begin to plateau during extreme La Niña, whereby **nearly** all scatter points during extreme La Niña events are located above the linear fit **shading**, and the LOWESS 95% confidence interval is separated from the linear fit **shading**. This nonlinearity is further evident from the differences in slope between extreme El Niño and extreme La Niña (magenta line), where extreme La Niña has a smaller slope than extreme El Niño in CESM-WACC, but the slopes are very similar for both extremes’ distribution in FOCI. When comparing CESM-WACC and FOCI, we see that CESM-WACC’s correlation between the Niño3.4 and TNA SSTAs is significantly larger (correlation is 60% higher than FOCI), indicating that CESM-WACC simulates a stronger connection between ENSO and the TNA region. Finally, when compared to JRA-55 (black diamonds), both CESM-WACC and FOCI match JRA-55’s TNA response to a given ENSO event’s strength, and thus both models capture the response of the TNA correctly.

### 3.2 Representation of ENSO Teleconnection Mechanisms Towards TNA Region in Climate Models

In order to assess CESM-WACC and FOCI’s ability to represent the mechanisms connecting ENSO to the TNA, we compare the variance of each index (i.e., TT, Secondary Gill, Southeastern Low) throughout the year (**i.e., independent of ENSO**), including when the mechanism tends to peak (Figure 2). Comparing the evolution of ENSO SSTAs between CESM-WACC and FOCI, the ENSO SSTAs **both** peak in NDJ (Figure 2a), which is consistent with Figures S2S6. However, FOCI has a much weaker phase locking when compared to both CESM-WACC and JRA-55. Towards the tropical Atlantic, the peak TNA variance occurs one month early for CESM-WACC with respect to both FOCI and reanalysis (Figure 2b), and both CESM-WACC and FOCI have a smaller magnitude in boreal spring than JRA-55. This lower magnitude may be due to the smaller magnitude seen in the ENSO SSTAs in NDJ for CESM-WACC and FOCI (Figure 2a). **It is important to note that these biases are relatively small in absolute terms (approximately 15% of reanalysis peak), and the origin is not zero.**

Figure 2c shows that CESM-WACC accurately reproduces the peak timing (**which is FMA**) and magnitude for the TT mechanism compared to JRA-55, but the decay is delayed following the peak. FOCI also has a similar peak magnitude but peaks two months later (in April-June (AMJ)) than in the reanalysis and CESM-WACC. For the Secondary Gill mechanism (Figure 2d), both models simulate a peak around DJF, which is one month earlier than JRA-55, which is JFM. Furthermore, FOCI underestimates the variance magnitude in boreal winter, while CESM-WACC overestimates the magnitude, **although, in absolute terms, the differences are small (approximately 10% of reanalysis peak)**. For the Southeastern Low (Figure 2e), both CESM-WACC and FOCI **have considerable overlap** with the seasonal evolution in JRA-55, including the peak and minimum. CESM-WACC also has a slight overestimation in Southeastern Low’s magnitude in
boreal winter. Overall, the two models have common biases when reproducing the set of mechanisms mediating the ENSO-TNA teleconnection, although CESM-W ACCM more realistically represents the TT mechanism (especially peak timing). Furthermore, the extratropical pathway shows the most overlap between all three data sets and is likely the most accurately simulated out of the three mechanisms.

Overall, Figure 2 shows that in CESM-W ACCM the mechanism variance consistently peaks during the same season as in JRA-55, with the exception of the Secondary Gill mechanism. The Secondary Gill offset is also consistent with the seasonal evolution following an ENSO event (Figure S47), which shows that the Secondary Gill mechanism in CESM-W ACCM peaks one month earlier than in JRA-55 and FOCI. Thus, as all other mechanisms within CESM-W ACCM peak during the same time as JRA-55 and FOCI, this result suggests that the offset peak of TNA SSTAs in CESM-W ACCM may be due to the Secondary Gill mechanism. However, it remains unclear why FOCI does not have a similar offset in the TNA SSTAs, as the Secondary Gill mechanism is also offset for FOCI.

To further determine if CESM-W ACCM and FOCI accurately represent the mechanisms connecting ENSO to the TNA and to analyze the linearity of these pathways, Figure 3 shows scatter plots for the peak seasons for the TT, Secondary Gill, and Southeastern Low indices (the respective seasons are selected based on reanalysis peaks, in Figure S47). With respect to the ONDJF Niño3.4 index, the TT mechanism is significantly nonlinear during extreme La Niña for CESM-W ACCM and FOCI, while FOCI shows a nonlinear relationship that is, however not significant (i.e., Lowess versus linear shading). In contrast, Secondary Gill index shows a linear response during extreme La Niña for CESM-W ACCM, while weak (i.e., LOWESS curve has minor divergence from linear fit) nonlinearities for FOCI. In contrast, both tropical mechanisms show a relatively linear relationship during extreme El Niño. However, it should be noted that CESM-W ACCM’s TT LOWESS curve confidence intervals do not overlap with the linear fit for extreme El Niño, but the slope is relatively constant between strong and extreme El Niño. Thus, the relatively constant slope indicates that the TT response between strong and extreme El Niño is likely linear, which is in contrast to contrasts the results from Casselman et al. (2021). Overall, these results clearly show that the tropical pathway towards the TNA is nonlinear, but there are inconsistencies between CESM-W ACCM and FOCI. Namely, the nonlinearity for TT is much more prominent significant in CESM-W ACCM, and the nonlinearity for the Secondary Gill response is only present in FOCI, albeit it is not significantly different from the linear fit.

When comparing CESM-W ACCM and FOCI’s TT response to an ENSO event (Figure 3a-b) to JRA-55’s response (black diamonds), the overall TT LOWESS curve created by FOCI more strongly overlaps with JRA-55 when compared to CESM-W ACCM. This stronger overlap is especially noticeable for strong and extreme El Niño, whereby most black diamonds fall beneath the LOWESS curve for CESM-W ACCM but surround the LOWESS curve for FOCI. However, during extreme La Niña, the CESM-W ACCM LOWESS curve appears to overlap better than FOCI, showing that the strong nonlinearity for CESM-W ACCM is more consistent with historical data. For the Secondary Gill mechanism, the slope of the LOWESS curve for FOCI is too shallow to fully overlap with JRA-55, while CESM-W ACCM matches well with JRA-55. Thus, both models are able to can reproduce the tropical response seen in historical data (JRA-55), but each model has minor differences compared to the other model depending on the the mechanism (i.e., TT vs. Secondary Gill) and the type of ENSO event (i.e., El Niño vs. La Niña).
Figure 2. Comparison of the mechanism indices’ standard deviation (stddev) between CESM-WACCM (red), FOCI (yellow), and JRA-55 (grey). Shading represents 1 stddev of the ensemble spread, using bootstrapping with 1000 resamples. The standard deviations are normalized with the annual mean standard deviation to better relate to reanalysis. Without normalization, the results are similar and do not change interpretation meaningfully.

CESM-WACCM and FOCI both show similar responses for the extratropical pathway, including a nonlinear response during extreme La Niña (Fig. 3e-f). Here, further negative SSTAs in the tropical Pacific cease to create further increases in the strength of the Southeastern Low anomaly. This nonlinearity is larger in FOCI than CESM-WACCM, as the slope (magenta line) goes to
Figure 3. Relationship between the major mechanisms for the tropical/extratropical pathways and the Niño3.4 SSTAs. The Niño3.4 SSTAs are shown for ONDJF, while the mechanisms are shown for their peak seasons (3-month average). Scatter plot colors match those found in Figure 1c-d. Results from JRA-55 (1958-2021) are shown in black diamonds, and the corresponding seasonal evolutions are shown in Supplementary Figure 4-S7.

zero for La Niña events that are stronger than approximately -1.5 stddev. The slope during El Niño increases at approximately 0.5 stddev in both models but is constant thereafter. Furthermore, when comparing to JRA-55, the LOWESS curves for both models overlap with reanalysis, showing that both models accurately reproduce the Southeastern Low response to ENSO. When comparing the Southeastern Low in CESM-WACCM and FOCI, the results show that the correlation in CESM-WACCM is
significantly (>95% using Fisher Transform) larger than in FOCI (-0.80 vs. -0.46, Figure 3e-f). Overall, the large difference in the extratropical pathway correlation between CESM-W ACCM and FOCI may also be important for the TNA SSTAs, as it may influence ENSO’s effectiveness at perturbing the tropical Atlantic trade winds, as was shown in Ji and Fan (2020).

3.3 Source of Nonlinearities between tropical Pacific and Atlantic SSTAs

Up to this point, we have related the ENSO-TNA teleconnections directly to the tropical Pacific SSTAs, showing that nonlinearities are present. However, the source of these nonlinearities remains unknown. As Jiménez-Esteve and Domeisen (2019) showed, a nonlinearity may exist between the tropical Pacific SSTAs and upper-level divergence. Since upper-level divergence is a key component of the ENSO-TNA teleconnection mechanisms (i.e., poleward propagation of Rossby wave train, source of vortex stretching for Kelvin waves (Wheeler and Kiladis, 1999; Lin et al., 2007)), nonlinearities between Pacific SSTAs and upper-divergence may also play an important role in the nonlinearities towards the TNA region. Thus, we next relate the mechanisms directly to the tropical Pacific divergence instead of Pacific SSTAs, using the same period (ONDJF).

However, since it is unclear which regions of divergence are most salient, especially as the SSTA biases may shift the dominant divergence longitudinally, we first conduct a longitudinal correlation analysis using a meridional mean between 10°S-10°N. Figure 4 shows a pointwise correlation between the peak season of each index (i.e., TT, Secondary Gill, and Southeastern Low) and the ONDJF 200 hPa divergence in the tropical Pacific. The peak correlation is found around the dateline (180°E, dashed vertical line) for all indices, but the correlation magnitude varies considerably between CESM-W ACCM and FOCI. Compared to the JRA-55 reanalysis, FOCI captures the peak longitude and magnitude of the correlation much better than CESM-W ACCM for all indices. The only exception is east of approximately 220°E, where FOCI’s correlation is often the opposite sign of JRA-55. For example, east of approximately 220°E, the Southeastern Low is negatively (positively) correlated with divergence for JRA-55 (FOCI).

Regarding the longitudinal distribution, CESM-W ACCM also differs from JRA-55 and FOCI as there is a larger correlation in the western Pacific and a less prominent peak overall (also see Figure S8 for a westward shift of anomalies with respect to JRA-55). When comparing the TT and Secondary Gill correlation in CESM-W ACCM in the West Pacific (i.e., 150°E), the TT is only approximately 50% as strong as its peak (that occurs around 180°E), while the Secondary Gill response shows a much stronger West Pacific correlation that is comparable to its peak. This distinct shift between the divergence relationship and the TT and Secondary Gill response may be important for explaining the difference in linearity between the TT and Secondary Gill responses for CESM-W ACCM, as the West Pacific is an area where divergence responds linearly during La Niña (see Figure S5). Thus, as the TT is less strongly related to the West Pacific than the Secondary Gill response, the TT is also perturbed less during extreme La Niña, as there is a westward shift.

To determine if the divergence plays an important role in nonlinearities throughout the ENSO-TNA teleconnection, Figure 5 directly relates the mechanisms to the upper-level divergence averaged over the area that each mechanism correlates most strongly with. We subsample for the peak regions with a correlation coefficient greater than 0.3 (or < -0.30 in the case of the Southeastern Low) in order to capture the local maxima at approximately 180°E. It should be noted that the relationships between the mechanisms and divergence are not sensitive to the exact threshold. We find that the tropical pathway is more
Figure 4. Pointwise longitudinal correlation between the peak of the major mechanisms (same mechanisms as Figure 3) and the ONDJF Pacific 200 hPa divergence averaged between 10°S-10°N. The respective peak season for each index is used, i.e. FMA for TT (red), and JFM for the Secondary Gill (blue), and Southeastern Low (green). CESM-WACC (dotted line) and FOCI (dashed line) are also compared to JRA-55 data from 1958 until 2021 (solid line).

linear with respect to the upper-level divergence when compared to ENSO SSTAs (Figure 3). However, even as the LOWESS and linear curves overlap considerably, some key differences occur when using divergence. First, there is an obvious positive skewness in divergence (i.e., maximum positive divergence is larger than maximum negative divergence) for CESM-WACC and FOCI for both tropical mechanisms (Figure 5a-d). Second, CESM-WACC shows a trend in the LOWESS slope for the relationship between the Secondary Gill mechanism and upper-level divergence, whereby extreme positive upper-level divergence (i.e., extreme El Niño) becomes slightly less effective at perturbing this mechanism (Figure 5c). FOCI, instead, shows the opposite non-linear tendency (extreme positive upper-level divergence becomes slightly more effective as compared to extreme negative upper-level divergence) and has a more scattered relationship than CESM-WACC (Figure 5d).

The extratropical pathway also responds more linearly to the 200 hPa divergence when compared to its relationship with SSTAs, but minor nonlinearities remain (i.e., Lowess curve in CESM-WACC only marginally overlaps with linear fit) Figure 5e-f). Furthermore, the response of the Southeastern Low to divergence in FOCI shows a much lower correlation when compared to CESM-WACC. Overall, the change observed when relating the teleconnection mechanisms to divergence instead of SSTAs suggests that a potential source for the teleconnection nonlinearities originates from a nonlinearity between the Pacific SSTAs and the upper-level divergence. This finding is consistent with Jiménez-Esteve and Domeisen (2019), who showed the ENSO-Aleutian low nonlinearity arises from nonlinearities with the upper-level divergence. However, the nonlinear relationship between SST and divergence also does not fully explain the nonlinearities found in Figure 3 because we still see minor changes in the slope between extreme La Niña and extreme El Niño for both CESM-WACC and FOCI.
Figure 5. Relationships between the major mechanisms for the tropical/extratropical pathways and the 200 hPa divergence anomaly. Scatter plot features match those in Figure 1c-d, while the divergence anomalies are not separated by ENSO strength as we no longer subsample based on ENSO.

To understand why CESM-WACCM’s TT mechanism is more nonlinear than in FOCI (concerning Niño3.4 SSTAs), Figure S5–S9 shows the divergence response over the Pacific to ENSO. Here, along the equator between 190 and 220°E (Figure S5e-f), the asymmetry between the La Niña and El Niño divergence response is stronger for CESM-WACCM than for FOCI (i.e., slope difference between extreme La Niña and El Niño is larger for CESM-WACCM). As the divergence asymmetries between El Niño and La Niña that occur over the Pacific are different between models, the response over the Atlantic
may also be altered. This divergence asymmetry can be further seen in Figure S6-S10, where the divergence during La Niña responds more linearly in FOCI than CESM-WACCM and FOCI also better matches JRA-55.

Another key difference in linearity with respect to Niño3.4 SSTAs includes that for CESM-WACCM, the TT and Secondary Gill responses do not exhibit the same behavior (i.e., TT is nonlinear while Secondary Gill is linear). One explanation for this difference is seen from the correlation of each index with the upper-level divergence (Figure 4). Here, the Secondary Gill response is similarly related to much of the Pacific in CESM-WACCM, including the west, which responds more linearly during La Niña than the central or eastern Pacific (see Figure S5). Conversely, the TT has a stronger peak around the dateline and less connection with the west Pacific, indicating a shift in the areas of divergence most important for the TT and Secondary Gill responses. Most notably, FOCI’s correlation overlaps more closely with the connection seen in JRA-55 when compared with CESM-WACCM.

Differences between the modeled response in divergence following an ENSO event (Figure S6a-b/S10a-b) could be due to differences in the model physics and mean state biases between the models (see Figures S7 and S8-S11 and S12 for SST biases). However, in CESM-WACCM the 200 hPa divergence response to ENSO in DJF is more biased than FOCI (i.e., La Niña peak is too far west and strength is weaker compared to reanalysis), while the mean state bias in 200 hPa divergence for CESM-WACCM is smaller than in FOCI (Figure S9a-b/S13a-b). Furthermore, differences in the mean state divergence biases between FOCI and CESM-WACCM may be due to different mechanisms, whereby CESM-WACCM may be due to an ITCZ bias, while FOCI appears more related to an anomalous Walker circulation (See Figure S9c-d/S13c-d). Such differences may be related to different mean state biases in SSTs (i.e., strength or gradient) over the Pacific, even if the response biases during ENSO events are not related to different background mean state biases in SSTs (Figure S8-S12). Therefore, we have to note that we cannot fully explain the different behaviour in atmospheric response during ENSO events of the two models, as the mean state biases do not directly translate into biases in the response following an ENSO event. To further reveal the causes for the different response in the two models is an interesting task, but beyond the scope of this paper and better addressed in a multi model study.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

Using ensemble simulations from two CGCMs, namely CESM-WACCM and FOCI, we show that overall, the teleconnection between ENSO and the TNA SSTAs is well represented in comparison to reanalysis in both models. The TNA SSTAs following an ENSO event peak during the correct season (i.e., MAM) for FOCI, but one month early in CESM-WACCM compared to the reanalysis. Compared to the findings of Casselman et al. (2021), we find that, in CESM-WACCM, the TNA SSTA response is linear during extreme El Niño and nonlinear during extreme La Niña, while in FOCI, the TNA SSTA response is linear for all ENSO forcing. Casselman et al. (2021) could not explain the nonlinearity in their study via a mechanism connecting ENSO to the TNA and instead suggested that the Atlantic SST preconditioning may explain the nonlinearity. Specifically, they found a strong relationship between January TNA SSTAs and MAM TNA SSTAs, suggesting that the January SSTAs (i.e., SST preconditioning) act as a strong precursor for the
MAM SSTAs. In the here analyzed model runs, the influence of any anomalous SST preconditioning has been reduced in comparison to results for reanalysis (see boreal winter TNA SSTAs in Figure 1a-b and S3a-S5a). Since the model results show a linear response for extreme El Niño when modulation by preconditioning is minimal, this further supports the notion that the nonlinearity in reanalysis (i.e., a plateau in the magnitude of SSTAs between strong and extreme El Niño) for TNA SSTAs may be due to SST preconditioning.

Differences between reanalysis and climate models (especially CESM-W ACCM) for extreme La Niña may occur as the maximum strength of the La Niña forcing in reanalysis is too weak (i.e., no extreme events exist) to be influenced by nonlinearities. In climate models, La Niña events tend to be stronger than in reanalysis, and the asymmetry in strength between El Niño and La Niña is weakened-weaker (Zhang and Sun, 2014; Sun et al., 2016). The impact of stronger La Niña events is, however, not straightforward, as even with a clear nonlinearity for FOCI through the Southeastern Low and Secondary Gill responses during extreme La Niña, the overall TNA SST response remains linear. This linear response may occur due to a superposition of teleconnection mechanisms. Alternatively, this finding may indicate that the TNA SSTAs in FOCI underestimate the nonlinear response to ENSO forcing in comparison to CESM-W ACCM, which responds more strongly to nonlinearities in the pathway. An underestimation of the nonlinearity in model ENSO teleconnections is generally observed in comparison to reanalysis data, but is difficult to quantify given the limited sample size from observations (Domeisen et al., 2019).

Assessing each model’s ability to represent the ENSO-TNA teleconnection mechanisms shows that each model represents the mechanism timing relatively well (Figure 2c-d). Both models reproduce the seasonality of the extratropical pathway well in terms of both timing and magnitude, while the tropical pathway is less well represented. For example, the Secondary Gill mechanism timing is early for both models by one month, while only CESM-W ACCM can properly reproduce the TT mechanism’s timing. To understand what the source may be for this issue, it is important to note that the ability to reproduce the tropical pathway relies on a proper representation of the Pacific Walker cell. Furthermore, as the Kelvin wave power spectra can also be influenced by precipitation biases (Maher et al., 2018), and FOCI and CESM-W ACCM both exhibit an underestimation of precipitation over South America (Matthes et al., 2020; Danabasoglu et al., 2020), this may also help to explain differences in variance. Overall, CESM-W ACCM and FOCI both reproduce the TT and Secondary Gill response magnitude during an ENSO event well (Figure 3a-d), even if issues exist for reproducing each tropical mechanism’s timing.

A key aspect of our study was to use two different climate models, which may result in different representations of the mechanisms due to differences in the mean state biases. Such differences are evident for the longitudinal correlation between the teleconnection mechanisms and upper-level divergence (Figure 4), where CESM-W ACCM does not match reanalysis, unlike FOCI. These differences also mirror the differences in the upper-level divergence response over the Pacific (Figure S6a-b-S10a-b), where CESM-W ACCM also lacks a clear peak in divergence, while FOCI closely matches JRA-55. Furthermore, the small deviation for the divergence in reanalysis (Figure S6c-S10c) gives confidence that this is a robust result, even though the number of events is small (i.e., 9 strong La Niña, 6 strong El Niño). Finally, it is not clear-unclear if mean state biases play a role in biased responses during ENSO since biases in upper-level divergence during an ENSO event do not correlate with the model mean state biases for upper-level divergence.
Through the extratropical pathway, we find that when comparing CESM-W ACCM and FOCI, the Southeastern Low and ENSO have a significantly higher correlation in CESM-W ACCM, which may explain the better connection of ENSO to the TNA region in CESM-W ACCM. Initially, the low correlation in FOCI was thought to likely be due to the extratropical pathway being more nonlinear during extreme La Niña for FOCI (see slope differences between CESM-W ACCM and FOCI in Figure 3). However, even when comparing the Southeastern Low to the upper-level divergence, where the relationship is more linear than with SSTAs, the large difference in correlation remains. Therefore, it continues to be unclear why the pathways have such a large difference in correlation, especially when the basic states for each index are similar. Furthermore, as the Southeastern Low continues to show a nonlinear response when related to upper-level divergence, the nonlinearity between tropical Pacific SSTAs and upper-level divergence does not fully explain the nonlinearity between ENSO and the Southeastern Low.

Overall, this study shows that CESM-W ACCM and FOCI are capable of reproducing the ENSO-TNA teleconnection and expands on key differences between climate models and reanalysis, including, for example, biases in upper-level divergence over the tropical Pacific. Future studies could further focus on model biases that drive different upper-level divergence responses, as upper-level divergence nonlinearities play an important role in the ENSO-TNA teleconnection. Furthermore, although we did not expand on the differences between central and eastern ENSO events, there is clearly a longitudinal difference in upper-level divergence between CESM-W ACCM and FOCI. This is further highlighted in Figure S4, which shows that CESM-W ACCM has SSTAs that peak further east compared to reanalysis, while SSTAs in FOCI are similar to the SSTAs in reanalysis. Thus, future studies should consider the impact of central and eastern ENSO events on the TNA teleconnection in coupled models. Finally, future research could also examine the weak response of FOCI TNA SSTAs to nonlinearities in the ENSO-TNA teleconnection, a question that remains unanswered in this study.
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